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Abstract

Magnetohydrodynamic flows can be driven by Lorentz forces acting on 

thermoelectric currents. Their effects on tip velocities of Pd dendrites solidifying from 

an undercooled melt under magnetic field intensities of up to 6 T were investigated by 

in-situ observations using a high-speed camera. At low undercoolings, the tip 

velocities are depressed by magnetic fields of low and high intensities, but recover 

under an intermediate magnetic field intensity. At high undercoolings, the tip 

velocities are also depressed, but their recovery is shifted to a higher magnetic field 

intensity. These observations on Pd dendrites support and extend the findings 

obtained in previous studies on Ni and Fe dendrites, and fully verify the convection 

effects on dendritic growth due to three thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic flow 

patterns as predicted in recent numerical simulations.
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1. Introduction

Thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamics (TEMHD) in an electrically conducting

liquid was first drawn to attention by Schercliff [1, 2]. It can occur in solidification of 

liquid metals under static magnetic fields, where thermoelectric currents are the result 

of temperature differences and discontinuity in electron affinity crossing the phase 

boundary of a growing crystal [3, 4]. Like buoyancy-driven natural flows [5], 

TEMHD flows driven by the Lorentz forces can alter heat and mass transfer ahead of 

the crystal/liquid interface and modify the morphology and segregation patterns of the 

crystal. The influence of TEMHD flows on crystal growth was observed in directional 

solidification of metallic alloys, where it aroused much research interest [3, 6‒12]. 

The microscopic mechanisms underlying the influence were revealed in numerical 

simulations [13‒16]. Recent simulations [15] highlighted the formation of three kinds 

of TEMHD flow patterns in undercooled dendritic growth. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a 

transverse flow is most dominant at low magnetic field intensities, bringing hot liquid 

to the top of a primary tip and leading to a depression of the tip velocity. As the 

magnetic field intensity is increased to a moderate level, a rotational flow becomes 

dominant. It can counterbalance the effect of the transverse flow allowing the 

recovery of the depressed tip velocity. Further increase in magnetic field intensities 

leads to damping of the transverse flow and confinement of the rotational flow in a 

thin liquid layer. Consequently, the dendritic tip is coarsened and the tip velocity is 

reduced. Gao et al. [17, 18] investigated the effects of the TEMHD flows on tip 

velocities of undercooled Fe and Ni dendrites using a high speed-camera. Their 
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observations of a depression and a recovery of dendrite tip velocities verified the 

effects of the transverse and the rotational flow, respectively. However, the 

coarsening effect predicted for high magnetic field intensities [15] is not observed due 

to experimental constraints. In the work presented here, tip velocities of undercooled 

Pd dendrites were measured. The measured data provided evidence for the first time 

for the effects of all three kinds of TEMHD flow patterns in a single material and 

fully verified the predictions of the recent numerical simulations [15].

2. Material and Method

A sphere-like sample of nominally pure Pd (99.9% purity) with a mass of 1 g was

used for measurements of dendritic tip velocities with or without static magnetic 

fields. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. The sample was inductively heated, 

melted and overheated under protection of an argon atmosphere. The liquid sample 

was undercooled using the glass-fluxing technique [19]. A small amount of soda lime 

glass pieces was placed between the sample and a ceramic-made sample holder. The 

glass pieces were fused by the heated sample and wetted the sample surface. The 

surface temperature of the sample was measured using a single-color pyrometer at a 

sampling rate of 100 Hz and was calibrated using a method described elsewhere [19]. 

Rapid solidification of the undercooled sample brought about strong recalescence due 

to rapid release of latent heat [17, 18]. The recalescence process of the sample surface 

was in-situ monitored using a high-speed camera with a maximum frame rate of 

100,000 fps and a pixel size of 100 m  100 m. Static magnetic fields of intensities 
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ranging from B = 0 T to B = 6 T were generated using a commercial superconducting 

magnet with a bore of 300 mm in diameter. In the glass-fluxing experiment, a given 

magnetic field intensity was excited at the position of the sample and held constant 

through melting and solidification of the sample. The sample was melted and 

solidified more than 20 times under each magnetic field intensity to obtain a wide 

spectrum of undercooling. The recorded digital video images were analyzed using a 

Matlab-based computer program to determine tip velocities, V, of undercooled 

dendrites at different undercoolings, T [17, 18]. The principle and details of this 

method are explained below.

  As illustrated in Fig. 3, an undercooled dendrite was nucleated on the bottom side 

of the sample surface. It grew with an equiaxed morphology towards the top side of 

the sample surface. This equiaxed morphology could be approximated by a pyramid, 

of which one half was truncated by the sample surface. Meanwhile, diffusion of 

released latent heat brought about a thermal front ahead of the growing dendrite. This 

thermal front moved itself like a traveling spherical wave that was emitted from the 

nucleation site of the dendrite. Although the thermal front travelled faster than the 

dendrite grew, the distance between them was small. For example, it was estimated to 

have a magnitude of 0.1‒100 m assuming liquid thermal diffusivity of 10‒5 m2/s and 

tip velocities of 0.1‒100 m/s. This magnitude of the distance was smaller than or 

comparable to the pixel width of 100 m of the high-speed camera video images. 

Thus, the travelling speed of the thermal front was supposed to give a good 

approximation of the tip velocity of the growing dendrite. Under this assumption, the 
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tip velocity of the growing dendrite was determined by computer simulations of the 

motion of the thermal front in three-dimensional space. The thermal front inside the 

bulk liquid was not seen and neither the equiaxed dendrite was. However, it had 

intersections with the sample surface which were discernible. The motion of the 

intersected thermal front was recorded in the video images with high accuracy. Then, 

the motion of the thermal front inside the bulk sample could be reconstructed by 

digital simulations of the video images using the computer software. As a first step of 

the reconstruction, a few locations on the sample surface were tentatively assigned to 

be candidate nucleation sites. Then, spherical waves emitting from them were 

simulated in a sphere that had a size identical to that of the real sample. Where any set 

of spherical waves provided a good imitation of the observed thermal front loci on the 

sample surface at the framerate chosen from the video images, a hypothesized 

nucleation site was accepted as the real one. With the knowledge of the nucleation site, 

the traveling distance and time of the thermal front inside the bulk sample could be 

simulated in sequence of the recorded video images. Last, a linear law was fitted to 

the computed thermal front distance-time relationship. The slope of the linear law 

defined the traveling speed of the thermal front. As explained above, this traveling 

speed could be taken as the tip velocity of the undercooled dendrite in the real sample. 

Uncertainties of the determined tip velocities from different sources are discussed in 

Section 3.

3. Results
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Figure 4 illustrates video images of the top surface of the sample recorded during 

recalescence under different conditions of undercooling and magnetic field intensity. 

Each image comprised a bright part and a dark part of the sample surface. The two 

parts corresponded to a recalescing surface area and the undercooled liquid, 

respectively. A boundary between them was the thermal front. Similar to previous 

observations on samples of other metals [17‒19], the thermal front showed a 

zigzagged and a relatively smooth morphology at low and high undercoolings, 

respectively. Such undercooling-dependent morphologies of the thermal front were 

observed under each magnetic field intensity. As explained in Section 2, a thermal 

front distance-time relationship was determined by computer simulations of the 

sequentially recorded video images of each recalescence process. As shown in the 

right-hand panels of Fig. 4, a linear law gave a reasonable fitting to the relationship. 

This linear fitting suggested that the tip velocity was constant through recalescence of 

the bulk sample. The tip velocity determined using this method had errors of different 

origins. One error was due to the irregular zigzagging of the thermal front. This 

geometrical irregularity increased difficulties in simulating the thermal front loci 

using a simple spherical wave approximation and brought about a considerable error 

of the tip velocity. To minimize this error, the simulation was repeated several times 

and an averaged slope was taken as the tip velocity. Then the error itself could be 

defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the slopes derived from the repeated 

simulations. The RMS error had a dependence on undercooling as the zigzagging of 

the thermal front became less pronounced with rising undercooling. To quantize this 
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dependence, a relative error was defined by dividing the RMS error over the tip 

velocity. For the tip velocities measured under each magnetic field intensity, their 

relative errors could be minimized down to 15 % for low undercoolings, e.g. T < 50 

K, whereas they could be reduced down to 5% or below for high undercoolings, e.g. 

T > 100 K. Note that the nucleation sites showed a distinct scatter among different 

recalescence processes. This scatter was understood because heterogeneous nucleation 

has a stochastic nature. A triggering of nucleation may avoid this scatter, but was hard 

to practice in the present experiment due to restricted space inside the vacuum 

chamber of the experimental set-up. Thus, the scatter of the nucleation sites remained 

under each magnetic field intensity. This scatter brought about two consequences on 

the measured data. On one hand, it brought about a scatter of the angle between the tip 

growth direction and a thermal gradient occurring along the height of the sample [19]. 

The latter introduced a scatter of the contribution of the thermal gradient to the bulk 

undercooling [19] and therefore a scatter of the tip velocity at an apparent 

undercooling measured by the pyrometer. On the other hand, it brought about a scatter 

of the angle between the tip growth direction and the direction of the magnetic field 

and therefore a scatter of the tip velocity by affecting competition between different 

kinds of flow patterns [15]. Assuming a random scatter of the nucleation sites, the 

resultant scatter of the tip velocity could be filtered by fitting powers laws to the tip 

velocity-undercooling relationships under each magnetic field intensity. As shown 

below, this filtering was effective and allowed for determination of different kinds of 

TEMHD flow effects on dendritic growth.
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Figure 5 shows the tip velocities of Pd dendrites measured under different magnetic 

field intensities. The data exhibit a two-staged undercooling dependence generally. A 

slow kinetics is replaced by a rapid one at a critical undercooling of Tcrit = 110 K. 

Such a transition is typically observed for dendrites growing from a dilute alloy melt 

[20, 21]. Its occurrence in the present sample suggested that impurities dissolved in 

the melt behave like a solute and induce a transition of tip kinetics upon complete 

solute trapping. The imposition of the static magnetic fields preserves the two-staged 

undercooling dependence of the tip velocities and keeps Tcrit constant within a 

relative accuracy of  6 K of the pyrometric measurements. As explained above, a 

scatter of the tip velocities measured under similar conditions of undercooling and 

magnetic field intensity was related to a scatter of the nucleation sites of undercooled 

dendrites and could be filtered by fitting a series of power laws to the tip velocities. A 

single power law was fitted to the data measured either at lower (T < Tcrit.) or at 

higher (T > Tcrit.) undercoolings for each magnetic field intensity. The power laws 

have a general formalism of V = a∙Tb, where a and b are adjustable coefficients. As 

listed in Table 1, the two coefficients of the power laws are more dependent on 

undercooling than on the intensity of the magnetic fields. This stronger dependence on 

undercooling can be understood because the magnetic field intensities of a few Teslas 

hardly change the Gibbs free energies of solid and liquid metals due to small 

magnitudes of their magnetic susceptibilities at temperatures close to melting [22]. 

Root-mean-square deviations of the measured tip velocities relative to the power law-

fitted tip velocities are also listed. These deviations give a good measure of the errors 
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of the measured tip velocities in the entire undercooling regime. The deviations of the 

tip velocities measured without a magnetic field are most likely to represent a sum of 

two kinds of error: the error arising from non-ideal simulations of the irregular 

morphology of the thermal front and the error due to the scatter of the liquid 

undercooling. The two kinds of error are comparable at low undercoolings because 

the first kind has a relative magnitude of 15 %. On the other hand, the deviations of 

the tip velocities measured under the magnetic fields are by 5 % larger or smaller than 

the deviations of the data measured without a magnetic field. Such small changes of 

the deviations suggested that the errors due to the scatter of the tip growth direction 

relative to the magnetic field direction may be smaller than the errors due to other 

origins. The dependence of the two coefficients of the fitted power laws on the 

magnetic field intensity provided experimental evidence for the effects of TEMHD 

flows on tip velocities. It suggested relative changes of the tip velocities typically 

larger than the root-mean-square deviations of the measured data. As explained below, 

these relative changes of the tip velocities fully verified for the first time all three 

kinds of TEMHD flow effects that were predicted by the numerical simulations [15].

The power law-fitted tip velocities under each magnetic field intensity were 

normalized with respect to those without a magnetic field. The fitted tip velocities are 

truncated at a limiting undercooling of T = 220 K. The reason for this truncation is 

that the field-dependent variations of the normalized tip velocities above the limiting 

undercooling become comparable to the root-mean-square deviations of the measured 

tip velocities (see Table 1). As are plotted in Fig. 6, the normalized tip velocities at 
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given undercoolings show significant variations with rising magnetic field intensity. 

For undercoolings below T = 70 K, the normalized tip velocities are depressed by 

lower magnetic field intensities of B = 1-3 T and recover under higher magnetic field 

intensities of B = 3-5 T (see Fig. 6a). Such a depression and a recovery of the tip 

velocities with rising magnetic field intensity is similar to that observed previously for 

dendrites of Ni and Fe [17, 18]. It can be attributed to the effects of a transverse flow 

and a rotational flow, respectively [13‒15]. However, the normalized tip velocities of 

Pd dendrites are again depressed by the highest magnetic field intensity of B = 6 T. 

This second depression was not observed in previous studies of Ni and Fe dendrites 

[17, 18]. In terms of the recent numerical simulations [15], it can be attributed to the 

coarsening effect of a confined rotational flow, which occurs preferably at low tip 

velocities and high magnetic field intensities. However, the second depression 

becomes blurred as undercooling is increased to T = 70 K or above. It is very likely 

to be shifted to magnetic field intensities of higher than B = 6 T. Consequently, the 

normalized tip velocities show only the first depression and the subsequent recovery 

in the undercooling range 70‒200 K. At the critical undercooling of Tcrit = 110 K, 

the significant depression is caused by higher magnetic field intensities of B = 3–5 T. 

Meanwhile, the recovery of the fitted tip velocities is shifted to the highest magnetic 

field intensity of B = 6 T. At a slightly higher undercooling of T = 120 K, the largest 

depression is induced by a magnetic field intensity of B = 4 T (see Fig. 6b). For 

undercoolings of T = 130–190 K, the depression becomes less and less pronounced 

with rising undercooling. However, the second depression is seemingly induced by 
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the highest magnetic field intensity for undercoolings of T = 200–220 K. It becomes 

comparable to the root-mean-square deviations of the measured data and requires 

verification with more precise measurements.

4. Discussion

The present results showed the significant influence of the magnetic fields on tip

velocities of Pd dendrites for undercoolings up to T = 220 K. This limiting 

undercooling is higher than the limiting undercooling of  = 120 K for Ni dendrites 

[17], but is comparable to the limiting undercooling of  = 190 K for Fe dendrites 

[18]. There are two reasons for the enlarged limiting undercooling for Pd dendrites 

than for Ni dendrites. The first reason is that liquid and solid Pd has a larger 

difference in Seebeck coefficient at its melting temperature (see Table 2). This larger 

difference is supposed to increase the transverse flow velocities and the rotational 

flow velocities generally allowing for sustaining of a detectable influence to a larger 

undercooling. A second reason is the lowering of tip velocities of Pd dendrites by the 

impurities dissolved in the undercooled melt. Although the TEMHD flow velocities 

are enlarged with rising undercooling due to enlarged thermal gradients along the 

dendrite/liquid interface, their influence on the tip velocities can be seen only when 

they are considerably larger than the tip velocities [18]. In this sense, the lowered tip 

velocities by the impurities are supposed to be beneficial to the observations of the 

TEMHD flow effects. There are more than 10 kinds of impurities in the commercial 

Pd material. For this large number of the species, it is rather difficult to identify the 
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one that plays a dominant role in lowering the tip velocities. It is also difficult to 

evaluate the magnitudes of the flow velocities by fitting a dendritic growth theory 

with convection to the measured tip velocities [18]. 

More importantly did the present measurements allow us to fully verify the 

TEMHD flow effects that were predicted by the recent numerical simulation [15]. 

Here we focus our attention on the coarsening effect only because the transverse flow 

effect and the rotational flow effect were already observed and understood in previous 

studies of Ni and Fe dendrites [15, 17, 18]. The observation of the coarsening effect 

on the Pd dendrites has two reasons. First, it is benefited from the enlarged tip radii of 

Pd dendrites compared to those of Ni dendrites at low undercoolings. Although an in-

situ observation of tip radii of undercooled dendrites of metals remains challenging, it 

was shown elsewhere [21, 22] that for low undercoolings, e.g. 30 K, tip radii of Ni 

dendrites solidifying from dilute alloys are typically by one order of magnitude 

smaller than those of Ni dendrites from a highly pure Ni melt (99.99% purity). In the 

present experiment, the Pd dendrites were grown from the undercooled melt, which 

had dissolved impurities. Their tip radii are supposed to be smaller than those of Ni 

dendrites solidifying from an undercooled melt of higher purity (99.99% purity). Such 

smaller tip radii may have a critical influence on the interactions of TEMHD flows 

with the Pd dendrites. If undercoolings are similar, smaller tip radii of the Pd 

dendrites meant that larger thermal gradients are established along the dendrite/liquid 

interface. Assuming the chemical effect of impurities on the Seebeck coefficients of 

solid and liquid Pd can be neglected, the larger thermal gradients will increase 
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thermoelectric currents and therefore the rotational flow velocities at the tips of the Pd 

dendrites. As the magnetic field intensities are increased, the electromagnetic 

damping will suppress the transverse flow and confine the rotational flow into a thin 

liquid layer (see Fig. 1c). In this case, the viscous boundary layer falls down onto the 

scale of the current boundary layer. As a result, the tip velocities of the Pd dendrites 

are depressed again by the static magnetic fields. There may be a second reason for 

the observation of the coarsening effect on the tip velocities of the Pd dendrites. This 

second reason is linked to thermophysical properties of liquid and solid Pd. As 

already suggested, liquid and solid Pd has a larger difference between their Seebeck 

coefficients, which is by a factor of 2.7 larger than that between those of solid and 

liquid Ni. This larger difference can increase the rotational flow velocities around the 

tips of the Pd dendrites in terms of a model presented elsewhere [18]. On the other 

hand, liquid Pd has a smaller dynamic viscosity than that of liquid Ni at respective 

melting temperatures while it has an electrical conductivity comparable to that of 

liquid Ni. Such thermophysical properties of liquid Pd can cause stronger TEMHD 

flows, especially the rotational flows, at moderate magnetic field intensities. For these 

two reasons, the rotational flows are supposed to be stronger for Pd dendrites to such 

an extent that they can be damped at a lower magnetic field intensity than that 

predicted for Ni dendrites. As a result, the coarsening effect of the confined rotational 

flows on the Pd dendrites becomes detectable at the highest magnetic field intensity of 

B = 6 T applied in the experiment.

The possible shift of the coarsening effect on the tip velocities of the Pd dendrites 
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to higher magnetic field intensities for intermediate undercoolings can be interpreted 

by considering the opposite argument. As undercooling increases to T = 70 K or 

above, the tip velocities of the Pd dendrites rise up due to solute trapping. This rapid 

increase is already significant before a complete trapping of impurities occurs at the 

Tcrit = 110 K. Then, the tip kinetics of the Pd dendrites is supposed to be more 

similar to that of thermal dendrites than that of a dilute alloy dendrite [21, 22]. A 

direct consequence of this change of the growth kinetics is the recovery of large tip 

radii of the Pd dendrites. Then, the thermal gradients along the dendrite/liquid 

interface become smaller than those at low undercoolings. In this case, the rotational 

flow velocities are smaller so that the coarsening effect on the tip radii is shifted to 

higher magnetic field intensities, i.e. B > 6 T.

5. Conclusions

In summary, dendrite tip velocities in the undercooled melt of a commercially pure

Pd material have been measured under static magnetic fields of intensities up to B = 6 

T. A two-staged undercooling dependence of the tip velocities observed for each

magnetic field intensity has been attributed to unknown impurities dissolved in the 

undercooled Pd melt. The variations of the tip velocities with rising magnetic field 

intensity have provided complete evidence for the three kinds of TEMHD flow effects 

on dendritic growth predicted numerically [15]. While the first depression followed 

by the recovery of the tip velocities with rising magnetic field intensity verifies the 

significant effects of a transverse flow around the tip and then a rotational flow 
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around its axis, the second depression of the tip velocities at low undercoolings at the 

highest magnetic field intensity of B = 6 T has verified for the first time the 

coarsening effect, which was also predicted by the numerical simulations [15]. The 

observations of this coarsening effect has been attributed to a large difference between 

Seebeck coefficients of solid and liquid Pd as well as the impurities dissolved in the 

undercooled liquid.
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List of Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of three kinds of TEMHD flows close to the primary tip 

of an undercooled dendrite in sequence of rising magnetic field intensity, B. Details of 

the flow patterns can be found in Ref. 15.

Fig. 2 Experimental set-up for measurements of tip velocities of undercooled 

dendrites under static magnetic fields. (a) Side view (b) schematic configuration.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the contour of an undercooled dendrite and a thermal 

front inside a spherical sample. Red zone: a semi-solid zone comprising a skeleton of 

the undercooled dendrite and interdendritic liquid; orange zone: the thermal diffusion 

zone; blue zone: the undercooled liquid. A yellow arrow shows a thermal front 

traveling distance, Si, at traveling time, ti.

Fig. 4 Illustration of high-speed video images of the top surface of the Pd sample 

under different conditions of bulk undercoolings (T) and magnetic field intensities 

(B). In each image, a red circle marks the sample surface, a yellow circle represents a 

simulated thermal front, and a yellow dot shows the location of a crystal nucleus on 

the bottom surface of the sample. A zone with bright contrast corresponds to the 

recalescing part, a zone with dark contrast corresponds to the undercooled liquid, and 

a boundary layer between them is not resolved due to a small width. Traveling 
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distances of the thermal front at different time are plotted in a panel on the right side 

of each row of images.

Fig. 5 Measured tip velocities of Pd dendrites under magnetic field intensities of B = 

0–6 T. Solid lines represent power law fittings to the measured data at low (<110 K) 

and high (> 110 K) undercoolings. Coefficients of the fitted power laws are listed in 

Table 1.

Fig. 6 Magnetic field dependences of normalized tip velocities of Pd dendrites at 

various undercoolings. (a)  T =30–110 K (b) T=120–220 K. 
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Table 1 Parameters of power laws V = a · (T) b fitted to the measured tip velocities of 

Pd dendrites under each magnetic field for low and high undercoolings.

Power law for

T ≤ 110 K

Power law for

T > 110 K
Magnetic

Field

Intensity

B (T)
a b a b

Root-

mean-

square 

deviation 

(%)

0 3.698×10-3 1.356 7.324×10-7 3.1543 19

1 3.622×10-4 1.838  3.850×10-7 3.280 14

2 1.445×10-3 1.480 7.450×10-9 3.987 24

3 1.759×10-3 1.395 1.553×10-8 3.854 23

4 6.447×10-3 1.117 8.463×10-9 3.938 18

5 1.333×10-2 0.969 1.787×10-8 3.849 22

6 2.299×10-4 1.896 5.121×10-7 3.204 21

Table 2 List of thermophysical properties of solid and liquid Pd in comparison to those 

of Ni and Fe taken from the literature [23‒26]. 

Parameter Pd Ni Fe

  Difference between Seebeck  

       coefficients of liquid and       ‒165     63 –32

        solid metal (10‒6 V·K-1)

Electrical conductivity ×105 -1m-1)    12.0   11.8 7.22

Dynamic viscosity (×10-3 Pa·s)    4.22 5.64 6.37
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